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The most learner-centered and assessment-driven text available.This best-selling 
Ciccarelli/White, Psychology, 3/e  is praised for an extremely engaging writing style,
comprehensive coverage of essential research, and strong pedagogical features.   text message 
The authors use the suggested APA undergraduate psychology learning outcomes and establish
clear learning objectives for students, while tying the written text assessment to these
goals. focuses on getting students to actually read their textbook.  Student and instructor
opinions from extremely successful initial and second editions emphasize the selling point of
Ciccarelli/Light's method of teaching and learning in today's classroom. 
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Same info as the newer edition This edition is nearly identical to the newest edition. The book
reads like it was written by several individuals who had no connection with each other and was
released without consolidating editing.g. If you are looking to spend less on books for college,
always check out the sooner editions. It contradicts itself fundamentally by citing several studies
and making leaping causal statements about the results that I think even the researchers
involved will be embarrassed by (e. Other than that, it is the same info! General Psychology
Textbook I've and am using this textbook for my general psychology course which lasts for just
two semesters. A little analysis can save a lot of money. Very nice textbook. not easy to study
with Book's articles is Superb. I purchased this book for my kid attending college. Below are
some examples of the frustrations I encountered while reading.I actually got up to write this
review after encountering a section quiz that presented materials that was not covered for the
reason that section. Great Place to begin Its an extremely comprehensive text book. I found the
previous owner's highlighted notes to be pretty helpful a lot of the period. I purchased this
publication rather than the new edition as the just difference in the chapters is the truth that two
of these are in different locations in the reserve.. There isn't any reason to purchase the newer
edition. The solution essential is in the trunk that you should correct your work. spanking your
kids makes them even more violent).Besides these stop-and-double-take moments of weirdness,
the explanations themselves are occasionally unclear. Great buy Great buy Quality Yes.' margin
notes than anything else.However, the publication DID pretty much do its job for the reason that I
could participate in course and understand the basics.. I won't say that We haven't learned by
scanning this book, however the almost constant onslaught of conceptual errors, poor or
ambiguous usage of language in descriptions, and editing mistakes make it anything but a
smooth trip. I'm not too fond of the loose-leaf design as it is rather easy to rip/harm the web
pages when they're in a binder, nonetheless it got through the semester without much
problem..challenging to study with. I recommend the audio book coupled with the MyPschLab.
Superb shipping time though, thank you. I didn't miss it, and it wasn't there but delicate: the
terms and suggestions were literally not really in the composing. It appropriate me well in my
university intro to psychology class and I was able to get it for a great cost on amazon. Its an
excellent basics book that is engaging and contemporary. It can be a small redundant but an
excellent reference. It has quizzes along the way and chapter tests by the end of every chapter.g.
This book reads perfectly and it's extremely easy to remember facts This book reads perfectly
and it's really extremely easy to keep in mind facts, however all the citations appear at the end of
every thought--which can be pretty annoying if you are reading a definition or fact and there's
like, eight reference names/dates right in the middle of a sentence. This is a great textbook for
someone thinking about majoring in psychology, because its the best way to be launched to the
subject. saying that 'high' audio waves are louder and 'lower' audio waves are quieter - that is
linguistically and conceptually fake any way you consider it, it doesn't matter how vague it
currently is). Also, the main author frequently inserts her personal beliefs and bias views into the
text sometimes when she feels highly about a subject, something that I found rather unneeded
and irrelevant; Very nice textbook. Generally, it's the same details rearranged. It appropriate me
well in my own college . Nice book. I significantly appreciate the end of section review quiz. I
haven't fully utilized the end of chapter test/review but I will. As a visual learner I benefit from the
pictures of ideas and studies utilized. I also appreciate the way the definitions are usually
verbatim from the written text, without extra information such as examples and further
comprehensive explanations. Also how each chapter is usually divided into smaller headings
plus some of these headings are on the same sub subject within the chapter. The first chapter



pays to tips to achieve success readers utilizing their techniques such as the SQR4 or some
acronym for effective reading behaviors.. The writing is universal so that anyone can understand
it, which is essential in a good textbook! that is an educational publication, personal opinions do
not belong in the same paragraphs as nonbias details and examples. I love how this publication
uses research to explain certain theories and concepts in psychology. I leave it behind utterly
convinced that there MUST be top quality publications on fundamental psychology usable in
college courses.. Good on general concepts, incredibly poor in the details. It is well written and
well researched. Size, paper sheen and weight make it extremely difficult to go through unless it
really is on a "reserve prop" of some sorts. It was interesting to learn, although I don't feel this
text includes everything that's important to psychology. Also how they integrate the history of
significant psychologists or experts in the field of psychology. Going for a psychology class
online at this time. At many points the authors will touch on non-psychological scientific issues
and will usually make chaos of factors (e. The product was in pretty good condition too.
Understand that the third edition differs from additional editions, so if you are taking an online
course like me it is important that you get the proper edition (my class told us to find the 3rd
edition, but a lot of the queries were built off of the 2nd edition, therefore sometimes we obtain a
spread some questions). Good The book is quite helpful for my class but I rented it and today I'm
not sure how exactly to return it but it seems as if I purchased the book? Great option and
savings Great condition Love rentals! Product was as expected. My book is riddled with an
increase of 'WHAT? Saved tons! Perfect for the price thank you Thank you. all of the pages are
there, and the price can't be beat Easy to read Great book
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